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Keep. nt Qiuiiet: Mime to PeHoic m at McGaw

his fears to transform into a
various scholarships. He Was first
superstar, a persnickety waiter, a
exposed to pantomime by David
Feldshuh at the University. From buffoonishly slapstick surgeon.
there, he has proceeded to ; Yet, given his pliable body and
.clear sense of timing, numbers
become a- brilliant
x mime artist, and has studied under ," such as these will always win,"
Marcel - Marceau,, Hennesy's : praises the Minnesota Daily.
ri i
'
Michael Hennesy' will bewitch classical style encorporates his' j
' Hennesy and his company have
; talent in ballet, karate, theatre,
UUUJV1 IV.. OTIIIS l
.Bh.
performed- - at colleges and
art of pantomime,' an art he has - modern dance, . yoga, and
n
been developing
universities in over eighteen states
years. At .gymnastics.
;
nermesy
success is; - Accompanied by Dan- Blegen " in the past three years. The group
outstanding. He has just finished a and Eric Sayer, the performance - j primarily gives college and
children's shows. Hennesy has
becomes a skillful union of music
. "show on Broadway and grants
wuubier a rare experience- - ; ne and mime. "Hennesy's routines appeared in concert with the
has a talent for' making people have nice, unexpected twists, and t Minnesota Orchestra, partici-happy " says the Minnesota Daily. - ; Blegen. and Sayer, whether. I pated in the 1974 International
uVrskitArur tic intn Kic
background moods or i Mime' Festival, conducted a
: Clearing
e
1 makes the
summer , residency program at
tangible." ' specific I sound effects, add a
American
University ia Washing-- '
dimension
alone
could
that
mime
native 01 Minneapolis,
Hennesy studied - theater f and rSiever achieve," says the , ton, D.C., and has presented .his
. aa nee over a pertoa 01 rive years at
Minneapolis Tribune. . '
program for the American Theater .'.
the University of Minnesota at .. : "Many, of Hennesy's routines " , Association's National. Conven-'tion- .
Minneapolis.1. He then .studied ,; are standard mime fare
a timid
He has . been the resident
dance for the next four years on" .tightjropewafkerwho shakes'off ' instructor of mime at The Guild of

J
Tl

by Sabrina Johnson
"...
t:
.r ' iLl
.
ine ivucnaei
ine magic 01
Hennesy Mime and Music Theatre
will be coming to Wooster
- Mrwvlati CitihY 01 at ft n m in
;
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Performing Arts in Minneapolis.
'
Hennesy. will conduct a
workshop at 4 p.m. Monday
afternoon in Lowry Center Pit.
Observers are welcome. The

performance Monday night is free
to all College of Wooster students,
faculty, and staff. Cost is two
dollars for all
people.
This event is sponsored by SAB.
non-colleg-
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agreement, will talk with
people and organizations in the
community to , learn if their
educational needs are being met

1

one-yea-

non-cred- it,
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Ill
wooster, iook over as director or
the program, in 1974, which has
since, been offering a few
night classes each year.-Two classes presented under"
.

;

social agencies.
businesses and.
His company, " which is under a

i

touege . oit

.i-possibilit-

providing educational
services and consulting"" for

firm

"

a.
'

policy committee
educational
hired the John Peyton company, a'

-

r

by - the..- current continuing
program at Wooster.
education
ine program nave oeen
Interpersonal Effectiveness, for - John Peyton, who is now also the
Managers and Volunteer " director of the continuing
) education program for the college,
hope to offer is Personal Financial ' graduated from Oberlin College
Planning, which is still in the and also has two Masters degrees
planning stages," explained Baird. and a Ph.D. in' Psychology from
These courses have been taught the University of Pittsburgh. In
faculty. According to May, 1979, Peyton will make a
by
recommendation . based on . his
Baird, This is owing to the fact
that we do not want to takeaway research as to which direction the

by Greg Stolcis :
' . The Oct. 20 meeting between
the Board of Trustees and the
Student Relations Committee will
focus upon several timely and

.

:

controversial

issues surrounding

the academic and social

.

mss-

atmosphere at the College of
Wooster. These meetings, which
attempt to facilitate an informal
exchange of information between
students and trustees, have
served as the drawing board, for
several innovative proposals

k

within the. last several years.
.
The most controversial item on
the agenda is undoubtedly a
discussion of the "Herring Report"

J

on-.- .

Student Conduct and

Responsibility. An

i--:

in-dep- th

breakdown; of the .report,-i- ts
findings, and probable consequences will be presented by

I

Carol Rowan.

-A

.

:

,

report on the status of the
Women's Resource Center will be
presented by Gail Huston and
Nancy Duncan, its
along with a report on student
attrition, undertaken by Dr. Alfred
co-director- s,

f"

At last week's Homecominq Football qame, senior Michele
Bechkowiak was crowned Homecoming Queen. Photo by- Greg
' ' "
V;
Tonian. '
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Students, Trustees Discuss Issues

part-tim- e

to

t
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Michael Hennesy, a veteran of the International Mime Festival
Marceau, brings his troupe to
a former student
and
proposed courses by the Wooster Monday night.of Marcel
cont. on pg 5 v
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negatively. - If confirmed, the
committee must then evaluate all

.

v--

--

at' the cbricJusiori of iTV?'
Peyton s work, , intormed tsaird.
The program could provide a
large variety of classes with its own
administration, offer classes only
to its present extent, or be done
away with completely," he added.
:
This decision rests with the
education policy committee based

on whether Peyton's research is
fully ; confirmed
positively or

-

--

r

"There 'are three broad

1

offered
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Wnm

affaire " Tko

ni-

education program for the future.

C

1

r

education ' program, rneaded ' oy
William fcsaird, vice president tor
as-asW-

college should plan its continuing

from the time our present faculty
.spends with undergraduates."
This nast summer, the collece's

-

.

-

M2S

oy Kobin Wilson

r

In 1972; the College of Wooster
started it first format rontini imc

Continue

of the Psychology
Department. Stating in the
Hall-

-

.

introduction of his report that his
curiosity was piqued at the June
Commencement by the fact that
the Class of 1978 was the largest
freshmen class in the history of the
College, yet the graduating class
totalled only 381 students." Dr.
Hall examined the data on the
academic - status of the 634,
member class, and offers some

interesting

--

insights into the

problem of attrition.

Ex-Pr- of

.

Although not scheduled on the
subject of visitation
would be discussed, said SGA
President Mike Petrella, "If the
trustees brought it up." The
Visitation Committee is in the
and reprocess of
addressing itself to the whole issue
of visitation, and the odds of '
agenda,-t- he

re-examini-

ng

having something concrete
produced at this time seem
doubtful.

Loses Law Suit

by Dan Harkins

:

During the week of April 3, 1978;

been" in her position and did not
complete her Ph.D. with Temple
University in Philadelphia.
At Wooster, a Ph.D. is usually
required for one to fill an Assistant

the United States District Court in
Akron heard the case of Juanita
Browne - vs. the College of
Wooster. Ms. Browne claimed in Professorship, unless the
her suit that the College did hot candidate is ..very close to
his degree. The
renew her contract as an Assistant" completing
College
that Ms.
understood
Professor ;of the History
Department for racial and sexual Browne was almost finished with
reasons. The court's verdict, her degree and would soon receive
however, upheld the College's it. According to Mr. Baird, several
position that Ms. Browne did not opportunities, including financing,

receive another

three-yea- r

contract because, according to
Vice President Baird, she "was not
as effective as she should have

were made available to help her
meet the necessary requirements.
It was later learned that Browne
was not as close to finishing as the

cont on pg 3
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To

by Greg Stolcis

expression are not silenced
If passion, as dissident poet .permanently.
Whether he is reading his own
Konstantin Kuzminsky susses ts,
is the integral component of poetry, or that of Yuliya
Russian poetry, it follows then that Voznewenskaya, the "mother of
the poet be as passionate as the Leningrad poetry," or Joseph
poetry he dedicates himself to. This Brodsky's, the most renowned
is a distinction Kuzminsky can dissident poet, Kuzminsky's style
claim without hesitation. His and verve are compelling.- A
commitment to artistic and social commanding figure, dressed in
a faded
freedom in the Soviet Union, his worn boots, leather pants,
Buddha-lik- e
belly i
exposing
a
shirt
fierce, absorbing style of reading,
cowboy
covering
his
a
hat
his rich, image-ladeall
poetry
of ' shoulder-lengthair, aD set off by a
these are near embodiments of
massive, flowing beard (not unlike
passion itself.
Kuzminsky, 38, was born in Tolstoy's), Kuzminsky thoroughly
his audience. Poetry is
Leningrad. A distinctive, enraptures
independent city, built in the reign his life, his reason for existence.-- . "
of Peter the Great, St. Petersburg One can immediately sense a
(it was renamed Leningrad in 1924,- - fierce bond existing between the
honoring .Lenin) ' has been the artist and his art, as Kuzminsky
literally breathes passion, emotion
spawning place of some of Russia's
and life into his reading.
artistic giants: Pushkin, Tolstoy,
Dostoevsky,
Tchaikovsky and
Kuzminsky's own poetry differs
slightly from the artists of the same
MancCestam aD were either born,
or artistically nurtured, in this city genre. His own works of late are
which has for generations fostered abstract poems, words that paintan atmosphere of social, political verbal and Imagery collages.
and artistic consciousness. Kuzminsky states that to him,
Kuzminsky is, in a sense, another "poetry is witchcraft," and indeed,
link in the chain.
he produces similar images, as his
His adamant rejection of the use of many foreign words and
Soviet Union's official artistic dialects suggests an air of mystery
socialist realism, his and suspense, of something Dear Editor,
, dogma,
A group of about 20 people
repeated efforts to get beyond this world.
In a country such as the Soviet
unauthorized poetry of his own
(students, administrator) had an
Union, poetry and art are some of excellent discussion on new direcand of other dissidents published,
and his defiant lifestyle and the few remaining avenues of tions for third world Soup and
attitudes - regarding artistic personal and political expression. Bread concerns last Tuesday evefreedom; ' all of this forced ' Their scarcity in number only
ning in Wagner. Fortuitously, the
Kuzminsky to flee the Soviet
enhances their importance. The executive director of OXFAM, Joe
.Union in late 1975, in the face of
is a recurring
Short, was able to participate due to
inevitable arrest. Kuzminsky for Russian motif. Siberia for his being on tour through the
several years smuggled out of the Dostoevsky is the United States
midwest. We are overjoyed to say
Soviet Union unapproved. for artists such as Kuzminskv. that Wooster is now one more
: unpublished poetry, taking a small , Yet, the timelessness of their fate,
community (added to almost 1000)
sample with him when he "' their- inspired motivated yet others) to Join the "Seven Days for
emigrated. He is now committed
somewhat
streak, World Deve!opment"-a- n OXFAM
to publishing these works, and found in all of us but pronounced' sponsored nation-widprogram
guaranteeing
that these few in only a few, transcends all forms
focusing on some issues of self- remaining voices of artistic of tyranny and oppression.
- reliant aeveioDment. 1 he aroun-
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OXFAM Expanding Program

.

had decided to meet next Tuesday,

quarter of the world's population.
By sending the money you save on
operationalizing the thoughts and - food that day to OXFAM, you are
reflections voiced for both this . playing a small but significant part in
OXFAM; program, m November
assisting poorer people. By
and Soup and Bread next quarter. ' ing to . become involved with
We encourage any interested folk ; OXFAM through the Fast, you are
V helping to awaken Americans to
to come join us: v'
Although we . do not know the politics of food and the need for
exactly what we will do for the everyone to take more control over
OXFAM program, let . us at this .' their lives and the way in which
point briefly introduce their goals their food is produced, transported,
; .
and focus. For the past four years kept and sold.
..
OXFAM has Conducted The Fast ' ':' The 'world development picture
for a World Harvest" the Thursday " is much broader than a Fast speaks
before Thanksgiving. By fasting for to and, thus, this year the program
one , day, you J are-- sharing the has been expanded to a whole
experience of hunger felt by a week focusing, for example, on
human justice, women in development, food
native
people's rights, the fast, responding
s
developsions of life. Activities of the to disaster, and
ment Each community designs
Foundation- - traditionally
have
emphasized the theme of programs to, fit their own unique
improving the quality of teaching situation, needs, concerns and
visions. We invite everyone to take
and learning.
...
Currently, the Danforth part in what is planned. If so
desired, please join us next TuesFoundation serves the following
areas: higher education primarily day, 9 p.m., Wagner as we begin to
through sponsorship of programs implement our visions.
; .Lucille Teichert -- :
cont on pg 3 .

Oct 24, 9 pm. in Wagner; to begin"
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Danforth G raduate Fellowships Offered
Inquiries

Danforth

about-th- e

Graduate

Fellowships,

awarded

by

to be

the Danforth

Foundation of St. Louis, Missouri
in April 1979, are invited,
according to the local campus
representative, history professor
James Turner, whose office is 221
Kauke.

The Fellowships are open to aD
qualified persons who have
serious interest in careers of

--

teaching- in colleges and

universities, and who plan to study
for a Ph.D. in any field of study

common to the undergraduate
liberal arts curriculum in the
United States.
. '
:
,

Approximately

60-6-

5

Fellowships

be awarded to college seniors
who are nominated by Baccalaure-a- t
will

Liaison Officers. Another"

40-4- 5

awards will be made to Ph.D.
graduate students,, nominated by

WOOSTER VOICE

.

--

.

--

.

ethnic

minorities

4,

in-Chi- ef

.................

.......... ........
--

!'--

e,

grass-root-

Officers.
Applicants for the baccalaureate
awards must be college seniors
and may not have undertaken
graduate level programs of study.
The deadline to seek information
about the campus nomination
process is October 31.
The Foundation is currently
making a special effort to bring
qualified persons from racial and '

.-

:

Grad School's Criteria

into the

profession of teaching. In recent

PUBLISHED WEEKLY DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR BY THE
(STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER. Opinions expressed in
jeditoriak and features are those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as
representative of administration policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes aJ signed letters to the Editor from
students, faculty, administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater
Wooster community. AO correspondence may be addressed to WOOSTER
IVOICE, Box 3187, The Coflege of Wooster. Ohio 44691.
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press Association
land the Ohio Newspaper Association. Subscription rates are now $6.50 per year
nor a second class subscription and w.50 per year for first class.
Offices of the WUOSTLK VOICE are located in lower Lowrv Center. Room G
119. Telephone: (216)
extension 433.
STAFF
lEdrt or
DouaPinkham
(Associate tditors
Greg Stolcis
News.......
Feature
Sabrina Johnson
Sports
Jim Wilkins
Photography
Amy Sancetta
,
,
Mary Ann Woodie
Production Mattager
(Advertising Manager
Cindi Meister
(Circulation Manager
. . . . . .Arme Beever
w.
Copy Editor
Lori Carlson
(Assistant Editors:
..
Feature......
Martha OeschJ
Sports
,
Dan Hunter!
Photography
GregTonian, John Walshl
I Reporting Staff: Dan Harkins, Diartna Trover, Cathy Garrious, Louise
A BlumJ
IBrigit Staatsen, Hank Sperry, Carolyn Selby, Kevin Kikrornrnons. Brenda Luger
Deb Berg
i
i
4lt
Z64-1Z3-

Postbaccalaureate Liaison

self-relianc-

by Dianna Trover
may be writing a section of a
Graduate schools throughout the research project your professor is
country attracted approximately 40 working on; it's basically an indepercent of last year's graduating
pendent study. Studies to obtain
class. Motivations for enrolling in an
the MA take about two years to
institution of higher learning incomplete, while the PhD. takes
cluded the status gained by receivyears to complete, depending on
ing
a master's degree or a doctor of the discipline.
..
The . Danforth . Graduate
philosophy,
the
possibility
workof
A
Fellowship is a
student
r
should
begin to
award but
4s normally renewable until " ing at a higher paying job by having consider the question of going to
the MA or PhD, and the desire to graduate school during the end of
completion
of the advanced
in an academic atmosphere . the sophomore year or the beginremain
degree or for a maximum of four
rather
than
entering the working ning of the junior year. . The
years of graduate study..
v - - ;
world.
Fellowship stipends are based on
questions to ask yourself are the
"A
graduate
school,'
explained
following: what are my marketable
individual need, but they will not
Rosetta Moore, director of Career skills; do I need a PhD.
exceed $2,500 for single Fellows,
or an MA for
Planning
and Placement Service, my career goal; what is my value
and for married Fellows with' no "is
place
a
where you are able to system, (for example is a chalchildren. Fellows who are married,
or are "head of household', with focus on a certain discipline and lenging job more than financial
one child, receive up to $3,500. - improve your skills in that area. It's security?) The question of graduate
an experience where the student
There are dependency allowances
school should be discussed with
for additional children. The aoes w percent ot the work and " parents, fellow students, and the
Fellowship also covers tuition and learns to hone hisher research
counselors at fPP;
skills." Graduate schools require a
fees up to $4,000 annually.:
: When
selecting, a graduate
- Danforth
research project as part of the school, the student should be aware
, The
Foundation,
established in 1927, is a national, course of study. The project Is a. that most schools focus their
educational, philanthropic definitive study of a particular program around either research,
organization, dedicated to interest of yours or of your graduate teaching, or service. The selection
advisor," continued Ms. Moore. "It
enhancing the humane dimen
cont on pg 3

years through vigorous

recruitment of qualified persons,
the number of Blacks,
Native Americans and
Puerto Ricans in this fellowship
program has been dramatically
increased.
Mexican-American-

-
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eak Plot, Performanc e Holidls Up

Despite
-

'-

""

by Raymond G. McCall
from Wooster Daily Record

--

-

.

face and natty bow tie, is an island
of tranquility in a sea of hysteria.

Arthur Alvis's skillfully designed
split set.
As Elwood P. Dowd, Dan
Treadwell, with his bloodhound

production mightily pleased the
first night audience. His cast run
through their paces smoothly, and
their efforts are enhanced by

"

'
uncontrollably.
He does, however, believe m
Let this reviewer immediately gremlins, for gremlins of some sort
Wooster
confess his disqualifications for knocked out part of the
Thursday
electricitycampus's
passing judgment on "Harvey." He
does not clap his hands to indicate .night and delayed the opening
a belief in fairies when Peter Pan curtain for 35 minutes. hit tries so
Mary Chase's 1940s
urges the audience to do so. For
to be ingratiating. It nudges
hard
nearly half a century he has
in
the ribs, breathes in your
you
harbored serious doubts about the
wants to cuddle on your
and
ear,
existence of Santa Claus and the
big furry ball. But its
in
lap
a
Easter Bunny, and he found
on the theme that
variations
great
"Watership Down' a
bore.
stand too much
people
can't
Thus it is not surprising that"
made.
formula
reality
are
invisible
when confronted with an
Nevertheless, David Fennema's
rabbit he does not chortle
'

Courtly, solicitous, and

disconcertingly literal minded, he
convinces you that it is better to be
pleasant than to be smart. He can
answer a telephone with elegance,
make your hear the charm of an
ordinary line like "the evening
wore on," and pay proper tribute
to the lady beneath Nurse Kelly's
brassy exterior.
One of the comedy's basic
premises is that Dowd's dottiness

-

;

.

;

--

--

six-fo-

;

unhinges

ot

Planning for
cont from pg 2

7

chance to'explore your own limits,
academic pr personaL It's a chance
to study with the best people in the
country, students as well as professors. You get experience that will
help you in Job situations and the
people you meet mere, wno snare
your interest, may be the friends
u i lave iui wc.
you mu

of schools should reflect the needs '
of the student's Interest,: whether
- the need Is more closely related to
teaching than to research. Other
factors to be considered are the
location of the school, housing, and
the availability of financial aid.
The cost of tuition, and room and
board for a grad school varies
between $3800 to $8100 depending on whether the school is public
cont from pg 1
or private. Financial aid can be
college believed, and, within her
obtained in the form of fellowships,
scholarships," grants, loans, or three years on this campus, she
did not receive her degree. .
assistantships. An assistantship
For this reason and her
professor
a
student
a
means
assists
'
by teaching an undergraduate class ineffectiveness, the History"
Department recommended to the
or by researching a specific area for
Teaching
Staff and Tenure
him. A fellowship
consists of
monies given by an alumnus to a Committee that she should not be
particular discipline and It is based reappointed, and the Committee
concurred with the Department.
on academic performance.
A student should select three to ' Browne appealed twice- - to the
Committee to rescind its decision;
five schools to apply to and should
however, on both occasions, the
submit hisher application by Octo"
Committee refused.
ber of the senior year. The
filed
subsequently
Ms. Browne
application form may require the
student to write an autobiographi-- '
cal sketch in addition to taking a
Graduate Record Examine. The
cont from pg 2
GRE is used by the school for administered by the Staff,
admissions or placement purposes precollegiate education through
and is given twice a year, at
grant-makinand program
Wooster and six times throughout
activities, and urban education in
the state.
metropolitan St. Louis through
"A graduate school," concludes ; grant-makinand program
- Rosetta Moore, "gives you a activities.:
-

,

fii"

.

self-centere-

,,

,
,
Douglass Dorm took first1 place honors in Homecoming float
contest. Photo bv- Greet Tonian.
.

T

.

A

--

:

:

is the deadline

for. Fall Urban Quarter.

y

Thompson's

candy-munchin- g

lawyer, Karl Novak's frustrated
cab driver, and Bunny McKee's
(Bunny!) flighty wife.
-

-

m

'

mmt

mm

information, Ext. 447.

CITY
NE W S

-

'.

-

November

1

man-hungr-

d,

e

Mr. Day, Director of
Committee's decision. Ms. Contact
Quarter for more
Urban
Browne continued her appeal to

.

.

the federal district court where she
was also unsuccessful. She has
since taken a position with a two-ye- a
college in California.

complaints alleging racial and
sexual discriminatKn by the
College with the appropriate state
and federal agencies in order to
force her reappointment These
agencies found the complaints to
lack any evidence and upheld the

'

normal

g

Faculty Discrimination Suit Decided

-

supposedly

people, including a renowned
psychiatrist (played by David
Underwood). Especially prominent in the hysteria department is
Dowd's sister, well projected by
Toni Arnold as a culture vulture
reduced to a handkerchief-tugginwreck.
v
Dowd's niece, as presented by
Sue Reed, is a
adolescent whose 1940's
hairdo and saddle shoes recall an
innocent era.
Other entertaining bits are
contributed by Lee Merrill's
brassy nurse, Mimi Richmond's
- society
snob, Mike
crane-likLauber's hamfisted attendant, Jim
Evans' handsome doctor, Steve

"
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S. Market

1

Danforth Grants

2S2-515-

.
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1

Magazines

Newspapers

Greeting Cards

Smoke Shop

:
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Rules Overlodked

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
"The U.S. Dept. of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW)
published regulations in 1975 that

gave

government-supporte-

State University at Fresno,
Central ia College (Washington),
Boise State, University of

THE

mmm
l
Phono:

262-SS4-

-

6

Hill

Bridgeport.

SHOP 4

shopping cantor

,

.

University of

.

Yale University,

:'

Fordham

--

,

later is with saving now. We,
can help you with one of our
many savings plans. Let'
your money grow so it can,

University, State University of
New York at Buffalo, Cornell
' ,
Un.iversity.
v

d

American" colleges until July 21,
1978 to end sex discrimination in
their athletic programs. A number
of lawsuits, a great deal of agony in
figuring out ways to split up the $2
billion currently spent on men's
intercollegiate sports annually,
and the deadline all passed this
summer. Yet when the fall season
began, few schools had fully
integrated their athletic programs,
and 41 formal complaints about
sex discrimination in sports had
been filed with HEW. Among the
"
schools cited:
The University of Iowa, Central
Missouri State, University of
Missouri at Columbia, California

tn thm Coll

Maryland

:

The key to having money,

unlock tomorrow.

?. '

'

,

o

1

--

--

University of Georgia,

.

University of Michigan, Central
Michigan University, University of
Wisconsin at Madison, St. Olaf
(Minn.) College, University of
"
;
Minnesota. ;

v.

Firtt
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Southwest Texas State
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Wooster Welcomes Professor
by Louise A. Blum

,

'"

it, " Weir

Through

became

; for this work, they spent a year in
learning to speak
- Switzerland
French (a task which Dr. Weir
"
highly recommends to aspiring
"missionaries.)
;
,
Finally, in 1969, they were
ready. Travelling to" what is now ;
known as Zaire, they joined the'
Department of Theology at the
; National ;. University. - For
five.
years. Dr. Weir formed part of a

i-

- irom.

S

-

--

1

"

fundamental core of the course. of the Liberal Arts education as
Here at Wooster, on the other opposed to the more specialized
hand, each course is supplementraining of the Europeans.
ted by a certain amount of - Dr. Weir has also found
, For three years following his
prescribed reading. Consequentdifferences between his .country
"
graduation. Dr. Weir and his wife
ly, as he' is no longer , solely
and
America
the..
lived in Edinburgh; ; his wife
responsible for furthering , the : classroom. What outside
impresses him "
working for the church as a youth
content of his course, he has had, r t h e most is the virtual
'
minister and he teaching a course
to formulate his lectures in such a nonexistence of the class '
on the New Testament at New
way that they do not repeat what " structure that, so dominates
College. In 1968, however, the
the students have already read. He V Europe. In Britain, there are fewer
couple was given the chance to 'three-persofaculty, finding has ; devised .. two methods for
universitiest so fewer people go to
recognize an ambition they had satisfaction and enjoyment in his solving that probIem.j? One ' has. college:
. And most of those who :.'
""
v
V;
each independently held for some .work,.-r:"r- been to parallel the lectures with: dor come primarily
'
Eventually,
however, their work U; the readings; covering the same class backgrounds. from middle' time: the chance to travel to Africa
.
as missionaries for the. m Africa came to an endr-Thmaterial, but in a different way.: ;r"T;-rnajority.-oin"
the
youth
Presbyterian Church. To prepare. native Zairen pastors who had . The second, which he has not yet England,
livej in a
however,
gone to the JUnited States and had a chance to implement, would
working class environment and
Europe to study returned and took ' entail devoting the class hour to a have
no desire to go on to'school.
over ; the teaching posts. discussion of the readings.
Instead
of aiming, for a higher "
Reluctantly, the family returned to
Dr. Weir has concluded that . k position, they resign themselves to
Scotland in 1974 to teach at the perhaps, as theology is made up of following in the footsteps
of their
University of St.' Andrews.-- ; r
so many different point of view, it , parents : and - grandparents,
When the invitation to teach for is a good thing for the students to seeming
feel no urge to free
a year at the College of Wooster - absorb their information from two themselvestofrom
the class in which ".
arrived.- Dr. Weir - accented it" different sources and viewpoints."
they" were born. To combat this,
gratefully. During his five weeks in"
Another new experience with ; many British universities are now '
WAYNE COUNTY
the United States, he has had
which Weir has been faced is the trying to recruit students from the :
to note many differences between situation of teaching students who working class; even
to the extent
America - and his homeland. In are ' taking his course. . purely
of establishing a quota system.
general, he has found the students because it is required. Accepting '
Dr. Weir has not found that
here more wiHinc to exoress and this as a challenge, he strives to ' problem
America So far, it '
discuss their, opinions tharu his make his subject as interesting as : appears in. him
to
that here one's
students in Scotland, who tended possible." . ,
;
'
: background is unimportant; that
you with your 1978 edition of our
to accept what was taucht without J
Dr. Weir is very much in favor of
question or argument. Here, more the concept , of Liberal Arts. judgements are based upon the
WISH COOK
interaction is created, between Occasionally, he : gets the accomplishments of the individual .
not on those of his father or
students and faculty, leading to a impression that people in America
grandfather.
more real learning experience..
Idok upon European education as
On the basis of his experience Dr. Weir has found it necessaru being somewhat superior to their .
thus
to alter his methods of teaehinc to own. He feels that it is important " that far, Dr.. Weir has concluded
American society is more
some extent. In Britain, the lecture " for Americans to rid themselves of open,
rigid, than that of
is more iiKeiv . to oe the this notion and recognize the value Europe. less
PeopIe here are more ..
accepting - of strangers, " more
-r
ABORTION
receptive to new ideas. There is '
less of an inclination to squeeze
miVp Thru 14 Weeks
people ,kito a mold without regard .
"
' Safe
as
to the individual qualities they
and Gentle
might possess. . ; - '. C "1.
"
It is Dr. Weir's tentative belief '
Akron's Most Experienced
that our country is intellectually
I ,
Clinic
free
more willinc to exoeriment.
less bonded to stagnant tradition.
Moderate Fee. ADC Accepted
Let us hoDe that bv our thouchts ."
and
actions we "can further this :
Personalized and Confidential
equally
belief into .a 'firm and steadfast

Woostcr's Religion Department
is fortunate to welcome into its
ranks this year Gillespie Visiting
Professor George Alistair Weir of
Scotland. Dr. Weir, who holds
degrees from both Cambridge and
"
University of Edinburgh, has
the.
"'
followed a career leading him into
many different areas.
'
Originally intending to teach
Greek and Latin, Dr.1 Weir,
changed his course to Religion
only after reading a book entitled
A Wanderer's Way, in which the
author describes his own
upbringing and search for God.

convinced of the reality of God.
4 and returned
to Edinburgh to
study Theology.
'
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1978 WORK BOOK

AKRON WOMEN'SXXJNIC
513 W. Market St.
--

all Collect

;

0-535-6-

V

178

"

affirmation.

77ie

'

;

-

-

women of Dunn House

are sponsoring an Auto

Mechanics Workshop on .
.

.

Store Hours: Mon. thru Thur.4:33 to 5:33
Friday and Saturday Nights Till 9

COM PLETE STOCKS

;

-

1111

ffi

Including cotton denim flares with button front

or zipper styles. ...

--

11 11 1 1 1 1 11 1m
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Flair Travel
Consultants
345E.BOVfJ!AMST.

For Vour - Convenience
Just off the College
Campus - For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries '
and Needs
:-

.

TENTH

ANNUAL-LONDO-

-

i111m

v
1

1

N

Morch

7-21.1978

Course credit offered
See Dr. Shutz :

CALL

R A NIIIX
.-

i i

-

SHOW TOUR

"

nnrl

.

Men's & Women's
Clothing
and
lings

TOflELI' YOUR "WISHES" FOR THE FUTURE COME TRUE.
CENTRAL TRUST PROVIDES A SAVINGS PI.AN TO FIT ANY
BUDGET AND ANY NEED.
Z- TO HELP MAKE YOUR "WORK" EASIER . . . EVERY
DAY OF THE YEAR AND. ESPECIALLY AT TAX
TIME" . . A PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNT IS
THE ANSWER! KEEP "TRACK OF WHERE EVERY
PENNY IS SPENT, HAVE VALID RECEIPTS OF ALL
BILLS PAID, AND CURB IMPULSE SPENDING. WITH
OUR "WORK BOOK," YOU'LL HAVE MORE MONEY
TO PUT INTO OUR "WISH BOOK"!
.

IrYlflvXr

of

Sunday, October 29th at lKXt
PJVf. This workshop is open to
everyone and refreshments
will be served.

-

r.

-. Good Merchandise
Our Business
and Pleasura Sine 1J79
Public Square, Wooster, Ohio

264-650- 5.

--
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Professor of History.
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:

But I think the College of Wooster

-

e

m
AI

--

.

:

--

f
.1
could offer some valuable
consistency each has with the f '
community
the
to
through
going
assistance
an
are
"We
policy. Liberal arts
. College's
- Mr.
courses, business courses, and a- - adjusting phase concerning the through this program.-- Professor
Associate
Blair,
Robert
of our"
variety of., others will be philosophy --and structure
" "; ,
'
of Sociology. " ;
considered.
V"' ''" continuing education .program.
.'
"I feel our main concern with ;
continuing education is to serve
community
of ; Woosten
i the
by Louise A; Blum
. Though this is" the' company's
croups other than, the
ace
..
Wooster
students will have a second appearance at the College,
students. Our questions are as to
chance to view some excellent r it is their first of this length, and
' whether we can present a full
was facilitated by an $8,500 grant
, program and still break even. This ; acting next week when the Great
Shakespeare
;:
Lakes
.
from the Ohio Arts Council. Their
Festival
depends on community partkipatjon," expressed Baird.. "I don't comes to campus. The company presence on ; campus, both
- believe ? the
i
program - is being - will be in residence here from 'professionally in the performances
constructed tor .great economic '. October 24 through 29, and during and personally during the
cain. - but rather to meet the1 that time will not only give seven workshops, will give students an
educational needs of these non-- performances, but also hold a, unusual insight into the actual
traditional groups," ; he added. series of workshops dealing with activities pi the actors. As
from Professor Schutz, Director of
"We realize however that there varied aspects of theatre
parade. Marietta decided to hang around
are many questions among faculty f Comedy to Russian Drama. A list Theatre, explains, "People . will After the Homecoming
24-0- .
enough
long
Photo by Greg Tonian.
lose
energetic,
to
workshops,
see
have
an
to
chance
proposed
a
which
of
the
- members as to the administrating
i
first-rat-e
theatre in operation."
involved in advancing our are open to the student body, and "
continuing education program"-observe- d information concerning when and
Try-Ou- ts
Baird.; "Weare" also in where they will be held can be
'
doubt of where to take the obtained either by contacting
Wishart Hall or by checking the
citi iahnn luhirh K ivhu we Ptjf
s
for the musical Vbu're in Wishart Hall on Monday,
(not to be confused with
at , Freedlander a Good Man Charlie
f bulletin board
hired Peyton to reevaluate it."
Brown, will October 23. These are ' singing Peppermint Patty). Male
l'
Theatre.
r
Interested in the faculty's views, :'
held at the Freedlander Theatre auditions only. It is requested that characters are: Charlie Brown,
The actors will be performing be
the Voice staff asked faculty
on
' Wednesday and " .Thursday
each person prepare a show tune (inmnu I mux and Schroeder .
:
during
plays
two
their
- members to share their questions
1 and 2 from 3 p.m. - 5
November
(sheet music will not be supplied).
and opinions" on continuing -- Two Gentlemen of Verona, p.m. and 7 p.m. - 10 p.m. This A pianist will be provided, but each
This production is a senior
education at Woosterf : "I have IgivenOctober 26 and 27 at 8:15 production will be presented person may feel free to bring his or Independent Study project and
and What Every Woman winter "quarter, January 31
questions ' and apprehensions
her own accompanist. Call backs will be directed by Dan Treadwell.
Saturday
performed
Knows,
will
think
we
be
I
it.
don't
about
Any questions pertaining to
in the Shoolroy
February
3
will be held Friday, evening
broad evening, October 28, at 8:15 p.m., Theatre.
able to develop-a- auditions may be addressed to him
3.
November
afternoon, October
- Auditions
comprehensive education and Sunday
are by appointment,
Six actors are needed." The at Box 2921 or ext. 337. Anyone
program for older students ' 29, at 2 p.m. Both plays will take and a sign-u- sheet will be posted female roles are: Lucy and Patty interested is invited to audition.
because we live in an area with' place in Freedlander Theatre.
heavy competition in that area, Three special performances of the
among schools - like- Akron Shakespeare play will also be given
University and Wayne General : on October 24, 25, and 26 for area
College. Also, what we appear .ta "high school students. Tickets,
Hooper...
be offering at present is very which are $3 for students and $5
mundane. J think we would do for the general public, will go on ,
mtwurtman ;
i Ithus ttroMxxt
much better to think in terms of a ; sale at the Box Office on Monday"-r. x Liberal Arts education for adults.! and Tuesday for subscribers and
That's where our real expertise V on Wednesday fpr the general
'
:
public.
Mr. James Hodges,
lies." '
-
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ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN
Vegetarian Dinners Served

.
.
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..

!

r

:
.

:

Oor specials: Fresh salads
Eggplant sandwiches
Tacos
Soy burgers ,
Avacados V'.
Herbal teas
Smoothies and juices

o

We. have

Come see us at

"

-

131 N. Market

,
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too!
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or Call us at
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OLD TIME r.OVISS
ARE STILL ALIVE!
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AND SHOWING IN
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.

FOX CLU3 MEETINGS. PARTIES. ETC
FUN FOR ALL AGES
NICKELODEON SLIDES FEATURES
NEWSREELS CARTOONS

INDIVIDUAL SCRE ENING S AVA I LADLE
.

FOB SOMI KKIL FUN.
.
CONTACT'
R ANOT WILSON I

Nightly 7 & 9:00
Sunday 3:00, 5:00, 7:00 & 9:00
.

,

330 Soybolf. Woostar
mt
pj- Fh. 24-237- 4
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THE MTEENATMMA LIST
Anti Psychiatry Move mm

generally considered as one of the
by Diane-MarDecharme
. main chairpersons of the antf
I have tried to discuss with some
psychiatry movement. They both
American students the impact of are English. The French
movement and existentialist author Jean-Pau- l
the
. my general impression was that
Sartre is associated with their
this movement is unknown. Not ideas. There is a link between
only the movement, but the ideas -- psychoanalysis and anti-- :
it contains. It is not necessary to psychiatry. Thanks to Freud, the
know the movement to think barrier between the "normal and
about life, society... The the neurotic person no longer
discussion turned into a exists. Each normal man is a
monologue for reasons I do not neurotic one who ignores it.
know or understand because the
went beyond
problems it raises affect our everythis by throwing away the barrier,
day lives. If this movement were to of. madness, psychosis, schizogive me reasons for this phrenia. Its impact goes beyond
depressing observation, it will say the psychiatric field. It affects us as
that people are unaware of, or feel much in our personal life at the
unconcerned with Efe and society family; couple, education level as it
because they have been, does in our social and political life.
conditioned by .society, they have It affects us every day in our
been annihilated by taking relation with everything. It puts
everything for granted.
into question our culture, the
was experience we have with' the
The term
proposed by the psychiatrist world. Therefore it can easily be '
David Cooper. Dr. Laing is associated with the
or
ie

.

:

experience,

vi

Anti-psychiat-

ry

.

.

3

anti-psychiat-

ry

--

anti-cultu-

re

PREPARE FOR:

r.TSnT - Cm - lG'lT.C.VJlT

--

--

experience is the source of theory.
The experience and behaviour of
an individual are modified by the
experience and behavior of
another individual: this double
relation is called the interexperi-enc- e
ancHhe interaction. One can
influence someone else either in a
positive or negative way. by
considering, accepting the person
or by denying him. The notion of
"normal" is put into question and
becomes alienation. We only live
on a small part of our possibilities;
we are alienated to ourselves and
. to our own experience; we have
forgotten our childhood, dreams;
we do not . believe in our
imagination; we hardly have any
spiritual life: we have become
alienated, strangers to our own
.
structure of Being.
go , further with the
. Let's
mystification of experience.
People have made us believe'
that what is bad is good. They

made us forget that this
.

L:Z-C3:7-GT-C-

transmutation has been imposed
on us so that we cannot criticize it,
by not being aware that what is
presented to us as being good can
be bad. For example, what we call

ilT

L"3l.!I.HI-EG7r.:3-FlEMc- x

NATL DENTAL BOARDS

NURSING BOARDS

Flexible Program

Hour

There IS a difference!!!
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one-dimensi-

on

.

anti-psychiat-

ric

--

'

army arid psychiatric institution.
Society has created institutions
and they all use the same means:
violence, in order to have
conformed people behaving and
thinking according to the rules, to
the norms.. - The violence is
ov trrcjt run ntir rsct iro Crt that
we lose,? ourselves,
we are
considered as being normal
--

"normal" meaninc in fact

"alienated." If not "normal", we
are excluded from and by society,
and it tries to "cure" us by
destroying our personality.:
-

The "May 68" French

Revolution was in the same way:
French students, later joined by
workers, were fighting against the,
institutions. The
movement is part of our culture; it
affects our every day life as long as
someone is willing to think, to put
things into question, - to have
personal ideas on what is going on
in ourselves and around us. As
many fundamental discoveries
change, perturbing our mental
habits, it has many enemies such
as the psychiatrists, but it is easily
accepted among the intellectuals,
tho rvtote
--

.

-.-

-

SetsGdals

The two main goals of the
International Students Association are to generate an interest on
campus in foreign countries, their
cultures and society forms, and to

Karin Nedberg, as chairman of
this committee, will helD the
students . with : their personal
problems during their stay in the
;
U.S.A.

students. Thus, all kinds of events
will be organized to - bring
American and foreign students "
together.
All international students are
automatically members of the
I.S.A. Americans who want to
become members because of their
interest in international affairs
(and international students) will be
accepted after an oral application
with the committeeheads andor
officers. But one does not need to
be a member to join the activities

committee: Richard An is planning
for a radio- - program, films,

.

--

.

.

'

FILLED

and OATS

:30

Will Deliver to Your Room

discussions, etc. for both
American and international

,
3. Social functions for I.S.A.
members only committee: Diane-Mari-

students.

e-

DeCharme as the

committee head will organize
trips, excursions, sports and such.
by I.S.A. for campus participation
committee: Marcel Van 1 uvn is in
cnarge orr organizing parries,
shows, dinners, etc. for the whole
.

mm

LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
pcopt v3 succc4? Because they
arc w mo sure th pro-lif-e
reflect, in afl they do and say about the evil of abortion, th acntimcnta ot
about ioniat Wm. Lloyd Garrison, who said about the eviof slavery: 71 ant
in earnest. I viB not equivocate. I will not excuse. I wSl not retreat a single
. inch. AND I WILL BE HEAROr
.

'v
Sunday

"

-

.

- 1pm -

10:30pm

Monday - Thursday Friday

&

ABORTION FACTS

HOURS

Saturday

"

'

.

10:30-10:3- 0

- 10:30-- 1

"'..,

-

v;onLD-v;i- Di

' The
slosan: "Don't deny the poor the abortions the rich obtain,"
superficially has emotional appeal, as does any plea for help for the poor.
But it violates tUmmtal principles of logic and humanity, for it comes
down to this: because some of the rich kill off their children by
abortion to equalute matters, the public must help the poor do likewise.
The hum an a and loving thing, of course, is to really help the poor, not help
them kOI their children. DAVID W. LOUISELL, PROF. OF LAW. U.
- .
CALIF., BERKELY. .
.

WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE BOX S35. WOOSTER, OHIO

26442S9
'

0T

'

Carnal

EMPAC Emergency Pregnancy Aid

1-41952-

FKE Preanancy Hodine

MANSFIELD

-1372

-

TRAVEL
1

SERVICE

--

.

am

'

:

2. Educational 'programs

Ho

9-10-

ry

.

234-234- 4

Order Tuesday

anti-psychiat-

.

.

PRESCRIPTIONS

Pftrtb

experience of emptyness, to
create a
man,
conformed to the norms, to
promote respect, obedience,
conformism, to give the fear of
failing, the respect for work and
respect for respectability. '; V
In fact, we all are schizophrenic
human beings, cut in two, without
. any inferior unity, the mind, body,
and soul being torn off by .
contradictions. We are cut from
our spirit and our body. The
movement believes we
should be aware that our society is
looking- - for destruction, has ,
already killed millions of people,
and goes on pursuing the Reds,
the Blacks, the Jews... They ask us
to stop destroying ourselves and
"the others and to be aware that we
. are as much afraid to live andbve
as we are afraid of dying. "Them",
"the others", "they have been
created by us in contempt of our
own identity. We not only give up
part of our identity but we give up
every personal action. Therefore
the group is possible because each
man becomes introverted. Hitler's

n

"
The central committee of the campus.
I.S.A. is made up of Ah Seng
We hope that many students
Choo, president, Daniel Powveau, win peuiH.i)xiLe ui uiese oktiviues
secretary and Anaritasia and meetings. - : I:
r .1
n
c.
Karokasidou,
treasurer. ; This
student organization , has four I.S.A., P.O. Box 2776.
other committees:
1. Personal affairs of foreign
.students on campus committee:

333 EAST LIBERTY
UERCIS

-

-

of this organization.

ALL

J:
I

-

support the international

COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES
. NEW LENSES
V
PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPLICATED

Kl

The alienation begins in the
an instrument of. ideological
conditions. The same structure is
fcvtnrtj
trt ha foiinrl- in nnu-ischool, Church, political parties,
'

family,

God without having the

ISA

SEE PERRY OPTICAL

717
1s- t-, twttnrtam

pariy, uxj vamoiic inurcn iot
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If we destroy
ourselves and destroy the others,
it is because we ourselves have
been destroyed in the name of
love. We enterthe world and
society through ''the family. The
function of the family is to give a
false feeling of security, to deny
death by avoiding life, to believe in
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Homecoming is always a festive
t
occasion, and the revelry is sweet:,
ened a bit whenever the home team
. wins the game. The Fighting Scots
provided the . confections "and
treated Wooster alumni and students to a 24-- 0 trouncing of the
Marietta Pioneers last Saturday at
"''
Severance Stadium.
v Marietta started play on Its 29
yard line and quarterback Chuck
Howard guided his team 43 yards
before he was rudely interrupted by
messrs: Marty Cvelbar, Daryl Ward,
and Rob McCoy. Cvelbar, .broke
through the : line and trapped
Howard for a 7 yard loss; and on
the next play Ward and McCoy
teamed up for the combo kill and
dumped Howard 12 yards further
back. Wooster received the ball but
gave it up after four plays.
Two minutes later the Scots had
the ball again, but this time it was for
keeps. Starting on the 33, the Scots
drovev-6yards on 15 plays with

Up set Atsaimist Wittenberg

ffoir.

George Anderson providing the
fireworks. George gained 38 yards
along the way, but Jim Powers was
the carrier who plunged into the
from one yard out. Kevin
Lynch tacked on a point and made

p

end-zon- e
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it 7--
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two teams

fell into a rut, both playing sloppy
football until the halftime gun. At

During
the halfrthe score stood
the intermission, Coach Tom Holl- . man worked to get his team back on
the track, "I just told them to hold
uiuu uie unu auu iu atup uicui
defensively," he said.
The Scots heeded his advice in
the third quarter and, with the aid of
Tim Raff ell's passing , and the
running of George Anderson & Jim
t
Powers, drove 52 yards and scored
when Anderson sprinted 13 yards
for a touchdown.
The league leading Scot defense
stopped, another Marietta attack'
and the league leading Wooster
offense accepted the ball on their
7-- 0.
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own 40. The Scots entertained the
crowd with another sustained
drive but failed to cross the goal.
Kevin Lynch, however, teed-uand kicked a 35 yard field goal to
make it .
.
The Pioneers were finished, but
the- - Scots were not Tim Raffell
combined with receivers; Tim Jackson, and Chris Romano to pilot the
Scots 54 yards to the Marietta 5
yard line. At that point Raffell
flipped to tight end Vince Cellini for
six. Kevin Lynch quickly made it
seven and the score was 24-0-.
. The clock ticked off the final

minutes and when the gun
.

sounded, Wooster had won its fifth
straight game.. ; , ,
Coach Hollman was pleased
with the team's performance, especially the play of the specialty
teams, "(This was) probably as
complete a game as we have,
played all year as far as punt and
kickoff coverage is concerned," he
,

said.

-

records,
come in with identical
but Wooster is in the unfamiliar
position of title challenger, and

Marietta penetrated the Scot
defense for a meager 72 yards, but
Wooster runners, led by George
Anderson's 114 yards, trampled
over Pioneer defenders to the tune
of 261 'yards. Tim Raffell-anGeorge. Muller combined for 112
yards passing, while a host of
Pioneer quarterbacks could do not
better than 71, Wooster outgained
Marietta, 373 yards td 143. Vince
Cellini caught 5 passes for 42 yards.
The offensive line did another
excellent job. Said coach Art
Marangi, "The overall effort has
been- - real good. The effort and
desire have made up for any
mistakes." He added, "Blake
Moore and Rich Sulzer have been
our most consistent."

5-- 0

countless times before.
The Wittenberg offensive power
running
lies with
back Dave Merritt. Merritt brings
a league leading 530 yards into the
contest. He is also the OAC's
leading scorer.

d

all-Americ-

an

Although the Scots lead the
league in both offense and
defense, they will still be
considered the underdog to the
Wittenberg juggernaut. As Coach
Hollman put it, "The only people
who expect us to win is ourselves."
You can bet the Wooster
players aren't. going to settle for
second best this year. Said Coach
.

This week's game with

Wittenberg is the biggest game of
the year for the Scots. Without
doubt, the winner of this game will
go on to be the champion pf the
OAC's blue division. Both teams

has been there

Wittenberg

.

Hollman,

This

is the game as far

as the players are concerned. This

is what they have been waiting
for.

This Week in Scot and Scottie Sports Action
FOOTBALL vs. Wittenberg away Sat., Oct. 21.
SOCCER vs. Oberlin at home Sat., Oct. 21, 2 p.m.; vs. Kenyon at
home Wed., Oct. 25, 4 p.m.
CROSS COUNTRY at Denison Invitational Sat., Oct. 21.
Field Hockey vs. Kent away Sat., Oct., 21; vs. Ohio Wesleyan at
home Tues., Oct. 24, 4 p.m.
SWIMMING' vs. Oberlin away' Sat., Oct. 21,; vs. Capital and
Muskingum in Columbus Tues., Oct.-24- .
VOLLEYBALL vs. Kent and Akron At home Sat., Oct. 21,
10 a.m.; vs. Rio Grande and Mount Vernon at home Thurs.
Oct. 26, 6 p.m.; vs. Ashland and Ohio University at Ashland
"
'
Fri., Oct. 27.
'

Kenyoiv Nips Swimmers
The Women's Varsity Swim
Team was defeated last Friday by

defending league champion

Kenyon. The Scotties swam well
throughout the meet but were
in several races to give
victory.
Kenyon. a
' .
Wooster started the meet well
by winning the 200 Medley Relay
with a team of K.C. Clark, Nancy .
Jo McMillian, Brenda Luger, and
Ann Howes. Clark and Howes
maintained their winning forms
out-touche-

d

72-5- 0

The Scots are warming up for tomorrow's showdown with Wittenberg-wit- h

a little help from a friend.

lleyball Improves to
.'
by Deb Berg
The Scottie volleyball team
went
on the week, posting wins
over Ohio Wesleyan Univ. and
Oberlin while losing to a surprising

Scotties spent" the afternoon at,

--

Oberlin, enjoying themselves with

a

2-- 1

:

"

tri-mat- ch
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t'

greater" ease than the . score

.
:

indicates:

minutes later, the
Dominican match

Twenty
Wooster-Ohi-

'

15-1- 3.

15-1- 1,

o

15-7-

,

15-1- 0

win.

The Scotties played their usual
strong defensive game, digging
most of the Obie spikes almost
perfectly These digs allowed the
Scotties to make the defense to
offense transition easily.

Ohio Dominican team.
Thursday the Scotties traveled
down to Delaware for a
' with OWU and Ohio Dominican.
Wooster began the evening on the
right track, beating Wesleyan with

-

15-1- 3,

Amy Hoffman and Laura Page
both had good days as passers,
resulting in numerous kills. The
Scottie versatility surfaced as

4-- 2

several players would step in to set
in emergency situations, notably

Pat Buda

who

:

reserve.

5-1-
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Grace's Virie

' Shoppe

FREE!

SAVE NOW!!...
you like.

Catalog of Collegiate Research
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects:
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.

"

SEND TO:

r (Offer expire Dec 31, 1978)

,

Layaway for later if

'

VISA & MASTERCHARGE both welcome.
Open Mon., Tues., Thurs.. Sat. 'til 5:30; Fri. 'til 9
Closed Wed. at 12 Noon
.

,

Collegiate Research
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

Brenner

'

248 W. North Street
262-5CC-

S

on all painter

Western & Disco Shirts, Sweaters,
Outerwear, Suits & Sportcoats
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Bib O'alls
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8-1- 5,

outcome' of the meet. We are as
good as they are, but they did
swim better that night."

pants, Flare or Straight leg jeans

3-1- 5

'

15-9-

"Obviously we were very
disappointed with the total

Store wide Celebration

SAVE at least 15

4-- 2

ith

began. Much to Wooster's

surprise, Dominican came out on
" top,
,
Scottie r coach Jim Collier
complained after the game about
Vthe loose" officiating. "It can
really get a team down when your
opponents are allowed to get away
with jungle rules while you play a
relatively clean ' game. We got
away with some bad hits too, but
we didn't play the same kind of
slop as they did."
Saturday, the
Homecoming

,

Starts Mon., Oct 16th, 78

I.

In retrospect, Scottie captain
Page said "We seem to be getting
smoother with every game." Let's
' hope the trend continues!
while the
The varsity is now
their 11,15,
JV dropped to
loss to the" Oberlin
8-1- 5,

individual medley, and diver Amy
McClumpha was victorious off the
one meter board.
Coach Nan Nichols said,

Brenner's 60th Anniversary

had some7

absolutely beautiful sets under
such circumstances.

l-2w-

with victories in the 50 backstroke
respectively.
Nancy Keiter won the 200

and 50 freestyle

116

East Liberty St.
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by Dave Koppenhaver
If other teams in the Ohio'
Conference Northern Division
took The College of Wooster '
soccer team's
record to
mean they were easy picking this
season, the Scots quickly put
.

3-6- -1

fecit
those thoughts to rest with a
victory over Baldwin-Wallacin

0 in the conference this season and
had allowed but two goals in five
games. If looked briefly.Tuesday
night like they might make that six.
Though Wooster was performing
wen they trailed
at the half.

e

Finnie Stadium last night." :
, B-- was theJbest the North had
to offer Wooster, division champs
for the last three consecutive
years. The Yellow Jackets were 2-W
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Jacket goalie

play-on-situation,:b-

.

-;

Tom Faska's chest, ' but could
' .
come no closer.
- B-- could generate no offense
of their own while holding Wooster '
down. Their "goal came as the '
result of a dubious handball call in
the box. A shot was drilled off .
sophomore Scot fullback Karl
v Rosengren's arm before he could
react, "ordinarily - a '
the officials didn't;'
agree and B-- capitalized.
- Wooster came out smoking trie
second period.Tiowever, and tied ;
things with just four and one half ;
'minutes gone. They worked one of
their ' set;., thrbw-iplays to
perfection, leaving the Yellow .
Jacket
Senior
made the bng toss" from
on the right to soph
Al Moger, just a couple of yards'
away from the right post.
.

.
2-- 1

1-- 0

W

V

Moger headed the ball on to the Teverse field and Wooster held the
"
left post and junior Kenny Kolich,
win.
wide open- - because of the quick
"We played very well," said Nye.
pass,' knocked his own header into "TThe guys made sharp passes,
the upper left hand coal. Faska good overlaps and runs. - We
defendingthe near post on the weren't slacking off in the first half,
throw-in- ,
never, had a chance at but ' we made the mistake of
' " .
the balL attacking " their strength, the
The teams remained deadlocked middle with the sagging defenders.
for the next 24 minutes despite Once we wenf to the wings and
'

11-They had outshot B-but.
again couldn't hit the mark. They
had drilled two shots from point

;

blank off Yellow

a i

-

1-

2-- 1,

'-

I3oo teirs

o

"

intense Wooster pressure. '". made the quick passes and cuts
"I don't think B-got the ball they couldn't touch us."
v ':
past midfield during the first 25
The "winnded a
losing
minutes of the second half," coach streak and pushed the Scots';:
Bob Nye said "They had OAC winning streak Jo ljj." They
everybody pulled back so far to now stand
overall and
in ; I
stop us that they had no one to the North with Oberlin coming to r
clear the ball to once they did get town for another Northern Divi- "
'
it. We totally
them in kn title Saturday."
.. t
:
the second half."
The Scots proved they are more ,
The winning score came at the 'than ready to, defend their title ,
;
mark in the half. a;ain . now: They J again played good- indirectly from Pruiss. The big defense, allowing just one goal for;."
redhead took a free kick 40 yards the fourth consecutive game, and
from the goal and angled it across could easily have had a shutout.
the field to.' 'the- left "' post. "They" made .the good runs and
"Sophomore Rob.Wheatcroft accurate passes and, ; most
headed the ball across the face of significantly, scored both" goals off
the goal some six yards out and headballs, something they have
fellow-sopChuck Allan, charging beea notoriously weak in this 1
from the right, headed the ball season. ' And they ' came from
back into thejeft side of the nets. behind - to win," something they
Faska, charging, had no time. to liave not done all season. - .."
.
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Bsait Heidelb2rgi Walsii
Walsh was second with 35 and
Heidelberg was third with 66.
; Blufton College also competed but

country team bounced back well
from a poor performance in last
' meet - by
Saturday's
winning a
against Walsh
College and Heidelberg College
- Tuesday
- "
at Heidelberg. by
finish
two
Paced
one
the
of
.
Sophomore Chuck Allan scored one of the Scots' two goals in a
Joey
(25:48)
Pavlovitch
freshman
Baldwin-Wallace
1
win over OAC foe
Tuesday night. Photo by and junior
Johrt Carwile (26:03)
Greg Tonian. '
Wooster scored 26 points while
All-Ohi-

Metr tried for sixth in 26:58 while
Jeff Popper was tenth in
27:43 to" complete the Scots
did not field a complete team. . y scoring. The double win raised the
"1 think we bounced - back
Scots dual meet record to
..exceedingly - well from tne :. The strong performance came
disastrous performance last . none too soon for the Scots as
Saturday," Scot coach Jim Bean , they enter, the final ten days of the
said. "I hope we've turned the
season faced with their two biggest
corner and are ready for a strong meets. J;..;:..
'.::; - finish.".
Saturday Wooster travels Jo
Freshmen John Johns and John Denison to" do battle "with Ohio
.

The. College of Wooster cross

"
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6-- 2.
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WOOSTER, OHIO With five
minutes left in the first half, a:
penalty flick scored by Ohio State
Buck Sue MarceOus, a member of
the U.S. field hockey team, shut out
. the Wooster
Scots field hockey
team,
The flick was incurred as a result
of a center hit stopped by the feet of
sweeper Mary Alahos. "It should
not have been a penalty flick,"
argued Coach Kathy Moore. "It was
technically blocked by Mary's stick

Sat.

--

:

'

--;-

':-

'

r:::

;

""
difference in the game was -- Denison", while - the following
Saturday the Scots run in the Ohio
that Ohio State rushed quickly after
an initial shot, 'while the Scot ; f. Conference championship at Ohio ;
Wesleyan.
defense hesitated to go in," noted
"
meetThe
Moore. "Ohio State had better stick ':
at Denison is
essentially' a rematch of the same
:. work, but we played up to them."
five schools which ran in the :
The game, which was sceduled at
home, was-- rescheduled at Ohio",' - Wooster ; invitational last year. :
meet proved , to Joe - the State on their astroturf field because
highlight
of the 1977 season for the y
the rain swamped Wooster 's field.
Scots as they upset Otterbein for ;
The game was still delayed 30
'
first place. 7
minutes by thundershowers.- "The
dampness of the field slowed down 1" "The schools; we 'meet
the first half but the game picked up T Saturday, aside from Denison, are
in the second half."
going . to be the Same ; well be
..
- The J.V. team, who ' played
battling for third or fourth place
following the varsity game, came . finish in the conference meet"'
away with a
The meet is important because
"r :
loss.
' it gives us a chance to measure
ourselves against teams of our :
;..v:;-;:vcaliber," Bean said, "and also
because it gives us one last chance
"
- to get in a good race."
1
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Ohio State dominated Wooster
'
on goal 25-5- . Penalty
corners totaled 16 forOhio State,
five for Wooster..

Oct.20tt!v
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Conference foes Otterbein,
; Wittenberg, Muskingum and

--

0.

first."
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Edge
Scottics
The

1--
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- senior

Pittsburgn

I

Avenue "The Pizza with the Big Secret!

1404 Whipple Ave NW. '
Meyers Lake Plaza
Canton

'

Last ; year Wooster

beat

Otterbein in the final week before

the conference

meet,

but

.

Otterbein - came back to finish
ahead of the Scots in the u
. conference meet, so obviously
Saturday's meet does notoffer a ;
perfect indication of how the Scots'
will fare in this year's OAC
.
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championship.
"We may do poorly
and weD the next," Bean said, "but
still it would help our confidence to
do well Saturday. At least if we run
poorly it will be the kick in the
pants we need to run a good

.

.

conference race
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